
she told me to just say it
because if i didn't

it was useless 
floating around 
until forgotten 

*pop*

she said it was ok
whatever it was that i had to say

that likely, it was relatable
if i spoke it

it might make me more capable
...of...

playing dress up with skeletons
daring the demons rather than dancing for them

*i'll lead*

my world is Technicolor
reflecting off this iridescent mind bubble

it becomes glaringly obvious
transparency still has it's own true colors

why?
because it's real

real
 real is beautiful

be passionate





the diary of a 
suburban diva

by Amber Long





Saturday, 9:16 pm

“’ Find out who you are, before you regret it cuz life is so 
short there’s no time to waste it!’” – Run, Baby, Run - Garbage

At times, Diva’s don’t like to use needle nose pliers to get them 
to the city. This is how I currently start my car…
It’s a special occasion and I have a heated leather seat, parad-
ing as a throne, working in conjunction with spring steel of epic 
proportions… jetting into the lights…

I sit silently with my company and sing songs in my head that no 
one’s heard before. The city closes in and my Good Samaritan 
turns up the punk rock. I love it. 

Maybe tonight wasn’t the best night to become a full fledged 
Diva? Maybe I want to jump around and mosh?

Earlier, trying to break myself in gently, I’m happy I chose a huge, 
sparkly skull belt. A reflective accessory to another facet of ‘said’ 
Diva…
‘You have two months to save up for anything that happens to-
night…’ I’m told… 
Eleven: eleven, someone’s thinking of you…



***

First of all, for the Suburban Diva, the second you 
leave your home, the world is a stage. The people 
you meet are actors, participants or directors and 
the wardrobe should reflect the scene of the day.

Open the door, roll tape!
She decides that this is her week of playing with the 
minds out there in “Realityville’ and then confesses 
it’s more of her own sordid little game she will play 
with herself, just to add to her collection of experi-

ences and observations…

***



After cashing her cheque
She kicks up her feet

By sitting cross legged 
in a coffee shop

Pops open her laptop
To start emailing the loot

There is a bag beside her
Filled with her allowance
Cucumbers to cool the eyes

From one too many a long night
And the eyelash glue

That holds the outfit together





I am a Scorpio

Eighth sign of the zodiac

Element: Water
Ruling planet: Mars and Pluto
Tarot Card: Death 
Lucky color: Black
Stone: Amethyst

“you are a very deep, mysterious, 
unfathomable being, at times inaccessible 
and uncontrollable. Your unconscious is so 
strong and rich that psychoanalysis seems 
to have been invented for you. 
Your imagination is very powerful 
and very fertile”



Vintage Grace

I woke up with a jolt 
In the cool, dewy grass

My watch had stopped when Fate again, 
overfilled my glass... 

I felt like I was dreaming
But got lost in the haze
I found myself recounting 
My 11000 plus days...

Polish me up 
Put me on the scratch n dent shelf, 

I've been there before 
You may have been there yourself 

Each chip and crack
With it's own story to tell 
The wear and tear proof 

Of all the times having fell 



Non jaded, unfazed and free as a 
bird 

The dust blows off 
With a simple kind word 

Compactly packed 
In skin of porcelain

Gently used and broken in... 

Free standing without strings 
well equipped to do outstanding 

things 
Designer style without the fuss 

Slightly cynical yet able to 
trust...



Lift my head, wet, from the ground 
I'm alive 

I can still breathe 
It's getting colder 
another year older 

Is this where you thought you'd find 
me?

Walk on past 
If you've got nothing to say 

I'm vintage in a volatile market 
But my stocks go up everyday...



... Then there is our generation. The generation of fused fami-
lies and a melting pot of cynicism, conceit and contempt. We 
give up when things get tough, we underhandedly do things that 
wound our fellow man’s spirit and we take pleasure in watch-
ing the struggle of others when we just happen to be in a better 
place at the time. We attack others with weapons over trivial 
matters, we don’t know when to curb the hurtful words, every-
thing is ‘me first’ and ‘at all cost’. We screw our superiors to 
get ahead, we sell out to the highest bidder, we fight so hard to 
prove our point when our point got washed away with our dig-
nity. We put on our heaviest combat boots and step on any toes 
that come our way. We forgot how to make love a long time ago 
and started making switchblades… 

… At times my faith in society crumbles and shatters in a million 
and one pieces. I despise that I make poor judgments in people 
and scold myself for ignoring their poison until it’s too late and 
the problem lay larger than it need be, had I been more intui-
tive, had I been less naive, I despise, more so,  that the more 
I’m introduced to the world, the more I want to stay in a bubble. 
My bubble is safe and only goodness is allowed in. Amber is, af-
ter all, petrified sap…

Maybe today is my cynic day.



Today

good stuff 
bad stuff 

good stuff 
bad stuff 
good, bad 
kick myself 

slap my face 
made too many of the same mistakes 

bad 
bad 
bad! 

 
smile 

redirect
 

good stuff happens 
good! 
good! 

good girl!!! 



'we're in for a crazy ride, captain!!!' 
'don't run FROM the storm, run WITH it!' 

'but i thought this was a sinking ship?' 
'no, baby, this can be a submarine or a blimp 

too, what do you need today?' 
'a Delorean...'



Good stuff gets better and bad stuff stays 
put 

think that way! 
press pause  

abort negatives 
it's hard! 

harder than a young guy in his prime 
harder than straight proof vodka  

without the soda and lime 
 

good,bad 
good,bad 

 
 the cycle of life 

make it spin in your favor



Cornelius and Stitch

Cornelius was a regal dog, a St Bernard of types, one with the 
paramedics collar on at all times... Stitch, a wiry terror of a Ter-
rier, common sense only in hindsight, but stubborn enough to 
put up a fight... 
 
Cornelius had been watchin' Stitch run into the back of parked 
cars and trucks...  For each time his friend would collide with 
another bumper, he'd hear him let out another shrill whimper... 
and have to put the pieces back together again... 
 
Cornelius decided to talk to Stitch and stir up a bit of an inter-
vention of sorts, a recollection of thoughts, or maybe just try 
and figure it all out... 
 
"Stitch, I've just got to say, I can't understand why you act this 
way... What's the attraction? Where's the satisfaction, in running 
into parked cars all day?" 
 
"Cornelius, I must interject, I don't think you understand the con-
cept yet... For what I see, in the back of parked cars, the reflec-
tion I'm chasing is me..."



“Maybe I don't understand, I don't know if I fully can, please tell 
me more, I say, there's got to be a reason for hurting yourself 
this way..." 
 
"Some make my ears look smaller, some make me, as a whole, 
look taller, and who can resist the Delorean, all the snapshots 
you want to see yourself in... It hurts, I might have to agree, but 
all these other things seem to bring out the best in me..." 
 
"Stitch, friend, sweet friend of mine... I should have explained 
before, I'm sorry I never took the time... You don't have to hurt 
to love what you see, just open your eyes, take in the glory... 
See it in store windows, in the puddles on the street, see it, 
even, in the people that you meet. Parked cars are going no-
where, you deserve the wind in your hair, and only you will get 
yourself there..." 
 
A few weeks past, Cornelius and Stitch only texted at best, but 
Stitch took Corny's words all in... he dropped it down into the pit 
of him... Got a new collar, stopped being a follower, worked on 
his swash and buckle and out loud he did chuckle... as he pulled 
up to Cornelius, and rolled the window down, without a fuss...



"Cornelius! Cornelius! I listened to all you had to say! You were 
right, in so many ways! The store windows, they smiled back at 
me, the reflection was visionary, in the moment of truth, they 
brought clarity... I stopped chasing parked cars and took the 
wheel, you can't imagine the freedom I feel... I want to live for 
both of us, who I've been and who I'm on my way to meeting... 
I changed my name, I don't want another stitch... From here on 
in, Cornelius, I want you to call me Switch..." 
 
as he bumped away in his flashy, pink Lexus, the faint hint of 
Rihanna's "Sell Me Candy" filters through the air... 



Sunday, 10:09 am

“’ One day I’ll wish upon a star, wake up where the clouds are far 
behind me, where trouble melts like lemon drops, high above the 
chimney tops, that’s where you’ll find me ‘” -  Somewhere Over 
The Rainbow / What A Wonderful World – Hawaiian Version, 50 
First Dates Soundtrack 

Waking up, after camping out, I throw on my heels, ready for day 
two. My calves are holding up, as with my willpower. I think I lost 
a few minutes the night before since I have elbow injuries don’t 
recall. I contemplate checking out the nearest church of Scien-
tology but the prospect of coffee is overwhelmingly distracting. 
Scientology will have to wait, yet again.

Traffic stops as rubber-neckers watch a blind man beat a home-
less man and the seeing eye dog tries to shut it’s eyes. 

Sirens fill the air like an old lady’s overpowering, cheap perfume.

Feels like another day in the city…



Customer Relations

it's not about the negotiation
it's about what suits a need best

it's not about cutting a deal
it's about what makes you happiest

it's not about a heated argument
and low life name calling

it's about mutual respect with human touch

i hear you 

it's not about the smudged up past
from agents gone by

it's about the new case created
with a solution in sight

it's about understanding everybody has a bad day
it's about not taking it personally

it's diplomacy
it's only asking the questions you want answered

and answering only what you’re asked
it's not about work

it's about getting the job done



i hear you

you are the face of what you represent
if you buy it

deny the dissident
show compassion 

but don’t away the farm
it's mending charred bridges

nailed together with points driven home
held up by a second round of faith

only to give credit where credit is due

 



..



the gods must be crazy
made up of all straight lines

with shades of grey
to decorate

a-line skirts and pinstriped shirts
they’re so mundane

they’re so goddamn lame
corridor cutie

break out your bustier
when tomorrow comes as tomorrow does

just sleep the day away
doin’ what you’re told, ha!
go on, baby, break the mold

they’re so mundane
they’re so goddamn lame

Add a lil colour, lil colour, lil colour
Add a lil colour, lil colour, lil colour

YOU! Get fancy!
YOU! Start dancing…



Jersey 

I’m sitting in Jersey City now, hanging out in one of 
the most beautiful lofts I’ve ever seen... the show was 
fantastic and the people who came out were stellar!  
 
Yippie's museum has asked us back, sooner than later, 
and raved about the art we put out on their stage... 
for NYC, it was pretty damn cool to have people ex-
cited about my music... cuz everyone is a musician in 
NYC...:) even a new friend i met, walking across the 
street as I took pictures of JOEY RAMONE PLACE, named 
Erin, helped lug gear and ended up coming for marga-
ritas and to the show... 
 
It was awesome to have all our friends, new and old, 
chillin’ on the streets of NYC and Maggie and I ended 
up coming to this place in Jersey city where we hung 
out on a rooftop, where movies are made, bobbing and 
weaving through the vents... only to walk around 
and see the lights from Manhattan, Brooklyn, the 
statue of liberty and everywhere else that I have no 
idea what its called... honestly, this was a highlight 
of this trip... I cant describe how wicked it was and 
the pictures wont do it justice...



sooooooo, off to Boston area today... its about a 5 
hour drive and we're heading to Abington before the 
show... we get to meet a little baby, Hannah... another 
highlight, so exciting!

things are fast paced, my head is spinning but hells ya, 
I’m coming back soon... we have a list of venues now 
that we can play and the reception is awesome... its re-
ally amazing when you can bring a bigger crowd out 
in NYC than in your hometown...  
 
I’m off... today is sunny again... i think we were blessed 
with this adventure. i swear, its like i wished on a 
fairy gawdess and she granted me all the goodness in 
the world with sparkle dust all over it... now im just 
glowing... how can i come back the same? impossible... 
just like the dr seuss book, 'oh the places you will 
go...' 
 
now I’m off to go somewhere else... I’m in a sparkle 
filled tornado tunnel with Canadian hurricanes 
spazzing out in the middle and up the sides... 
 
<3 peace... i broke a leg, now im working on the other...



I salute you if you are doing what you want.
I salute you if you are living life to the fullest.

I salute you if you believe in dreams.
I salute your fearless display of talent.



Kismet

Ever meet people again for the first time? 
When they let you in, just a millimeter more?  

How simple, yet complex they are? 
And at that point, yer like, 'hey there! I wasn't ready for this new 

soul and their magnificence...' 
But you can't deny it.  

It's there. 
I met the most beautiful people, again for the first time... 

I went thru the 'eff! Do I have room?!' phase 
Then it became more like just a resounding 'YES!' 

You never will know, until you stumble on said fine folks, those 
that keep your attention, that pull you into their stories...  

That share a teency weency breath of fresh air, the determining 
factor to your existence, life at a ‘table of values’... 

Like melted wax, everyone leaves their seal and chariots run as if 
chariots are on fire...  

Shoot not the messengers for telling the time.  
'I'll see you soon' instead of 'til we meet again...' 

 
Just be safe, hummingbird, just be safe!



Monday, 2:48 pm

“I’m on your side, oh, when times get rough… And friends just can’t 
be found…’” – Bridge Over Troubled Water – Johnny Cash / Fiona 
Apple

Day three in heels. My feet hurt, my calves hurt and my butt cheeks 
are annoyed with me. Eleven hours at a desk, running the machine 
incessantly. The weekend seems like a lifetime ago and reality is a 
cold, wet blanket.
Divas have to work. What they do on their corporate stage varies, 
one to the other. This one gets yelled at most everyday and each 
glaring red flag turns out to be the next obstacle to surmount. 

Saving people. That’s what I do. 

I try and convince them to make better choices for themselves.

Some listen, some hang up.

At the end of the day though, it matters as much as the difference 
between medium and mild cheese. 

It’s all still cheese. If you call it ‘fromage’ it sounds so much better.



i met a boy today 
well, maybe it was yesterday 

or last week 
it really is irrelevant... 

 
i met the boy today 

a seemingly normal guy 
with little sparks in his eyes 

curiosity piqued, I couldn't disguise 
and i had to park the car 

and take a deep breath... but... 
it really is irrelevant... 

 
just showed up at the door 
didn't even have to knock 

didn't come as quite a shock 
and we sat so close i could smell his skin 

it really is irrelevant... 
 

but, this boy, he's got me thinking 
digging real deep inside 

grabbing at the demons, trying to hide 
maybe I'm not so much broken but rather just bent 

and that, right now, is relevant...



She got into an accident.

She was thrown from the moving vehicle, violently, and CPR was 
administered to rejuvenate the fickle, involuntary muscle of life. 

‘she sputtered at first, Capt’n, but then we got‘r purrin’ like a 
kitten… me-ow!’

They got out the defibrillators, just to be sure everything was up 
and running as it should be.

When they found her, she was walking the streets aimlessly, with-
out a pulse, clutching her PDA. 
It made the Guinness Book of World Records. 
A piece of her pie had been cut and now, she was sold by the slice.

‘would you like that ‘a la mode’?’

A band aid won’t cut it. A cast, too severe... Was anything 
broken? The scars, slight, silky, silver lines boasting of yester-
day… survival…  
A dull ache that only gets numbed by forget-me-nots… 



(Ironically, forgotten on the bulletin board this particular 
instance…)

‘What’s it called? Is it a tornado? Would it be more like a 
hurricane? Is it just the tide coming in? Is it going out? A car 
crash…? Train wreck…? No… Throw in a little lack of sleep, for 
good measure…Global warming in effect… ice is gunna melt… 
ice is gunna melt…’

Crazy story, isn’t it?

Moral of it all is… accidents happen. 
 
Heal
Invest
Move

Love.
Don’t be afraid to get behind the wheel again.



To love someone
You must first know

Why they taste the way they taste...
When they soured
or why they are so 

sticky sweet…
To love to someone

You learn their inner cracks
Only to run your fingers along what made your lover,

Your lover.
You kiss their eyelids 

Because you see everything they can’t
Or don’t. Or just won’t.

‘…I just can’t understand what ’s come over me
I’m wanting to love to you

When a ‘good idea’ was all you used to be…’



Forbidd3n lov3

He looked at me and didn’t say much. I knew if 
it were up to him he’d tell me his life story and 

ask me back to his place for beer pong. The best 
we got was a cigarette break 

and an awkward silence. 

His cell phone kept going off and his shoulders 
rose with each vibration. He was locked in a 

safe that only few had the combination. 

I drank my pint, being the observer I am. The 
joviality around was incandescent and the cloud 

over this boy would follow him home and rain 
on him as he tried to sleep.  

I went home to beauteous simplicity.

He had the power to break free. He wore the 
look of a superhero under his lamb’s clothing. 

I fell in lov3 with him





Kissing Couples and Rod the Unicorn

so i was out at a friends place, @ a gathering of types, and 
there came a time for a fire... something about golden summer 
skin and dancing flames mixed with joviality seems to bring out 
the reality of it all, the proverbial big picture. i sat in my chair, 
surveying, adding in comments where comments were needed 
and felt the heat.  
 
the couples that were there celebrating became more and more 
entranced with each other, the higher the fire burned. they 
kissed real kisses, not drunken lip wrestling. it was weird be-
cause the air around the whole place was one of tenderness, 
just because in this place, at this moment, there was a whole lot 
of love. 
 
Rod the Unicorn came up beside me and sat down. he's my 
favorite of all my unicorn friends. he had been mingling with 
some randoms and helping set up a tent. sometimes it's hard 
for unicorns to meet their matches and Rod, well, he was non 
the exception. he looked at me, with all that glitter and shit, and 
said  
 
'hey amber, you think i'll meet me a lurve like that?' 



'of course you will, Rod!'  
 
'yeah, but amber, i do weird shit! not everyone likes to have glit-
ter blown all over their faces, you know what i mean? the select 
few out there, well, i think i'd have to become a Pegasus to find 
them...' 
 
'Rod, i personally love it when guys blow glitter...you just can't 
give up on what makes it sparkle... it's the times like these when 
we can watch our friends make out and be happy that they have 
love, they teach us it exists...and would getting wings to make 
you a Pegasus be considered cosmetic surgery? because it 
might be a great travel investment...' 
 
'dammit, i hate it when you put it that way... all f*ckin cheery 
and shit! next thing you'll be telling me there's somewhere over 
the rainbow... where the donkeys i'll meet aren't asses...' 



'if you are going to be all bitter and such, then you can step 
away from my flame, Rod... here, put on these ruby red slip-
pers, click the heels three times and say 'there's no place like 
over the rainbow where the donkeys aren't asses'... you'll see...' 
 
*POOF* 
 
phieuf 
 
back to staring at the fire 
 
i thought about how it must be tough to be such a magical and 
powerful animal... and then went back to meaningless banter 
and chit chat jazzed up with a few more Harlequin Romance mo-
ments...



found myself in a state the other day 
felt all childish 
let myself get carried away 
and i wanted to push you in the mud 
but only to show you i care 
as i sat there 
mischievous grin on my face 
cuz i adore you 
me amore you 
je t'aime a la lune



*can you come get me? I’ve found myself in a little 
bit of a situation. Don’t ask questions…*

I hung out in the shadows
Drove the getaway car

Foot on the gas
This time I went too far

Left without a trace
Got the hell outta that place…

I was never there

An accomplice to the felony
The fusion in holy secrecy

Don’t breathe
Don’t breathe a word

If you know what it’s worth

I was never there



There is no conspiracy
In elements colliding
It’s basic chemistry

The sum of the matter
Another time stamped text book chapter…

Turn up the lights and interrogate
I won’t say I’m guilty

Lock me up
Someone else holds the key

The crime is love
But I won’t say I’m in it

I was never there



State your defense
I’m under the influence

The line is straight but I can’t walk it
Feels so good, I just can’t stop it

Caught red handed
This wasn’t how I’d planned it

Get out the cuffs
Please keep me safe

I don’t trust my current state…

Didn’t mean to go there
Didn’t mean to admit

Didn’t want to have any part of it 



Turn up the lights and interrogate
I won’t say I’m guilty

Lock me up
Someone else holds the key

The crime is love
But I won’t say I’m in it



Wednesday, 3:01 pm

“’Sometimes, the last thing you want comes in first, 
sometimes the first thing you want never comes… 
waiting is all you can do…I’ll put a spell on you.’” – 
Strange and Beautiful - Aqualung

By-law 4009 is about visitor’s parking. 
I know nothing about By-laws. 
What I do know, is that love is like taking out a lease 
for a ride that’ll sit in visitor’s parking for awhile.

I’ll elaborate…

You lease it for X amount of time and if it’s worth it, 
you buy it out in the end. If not, you can cut your loss-
es and trade it in for a newer model.

Permanent parking spaces are only given to vehicles 
with tenure and seniority. The ones bought out, gently 
used and incredibly loved, dents and all.



Some rides have to be towed away because they 
never leave visitor’s parking and they sure as hell 
aren’t getting a legitimate parking space, EVER!

I guess that’s what the By-law is for…

The fine print is complicated.

I guess that’s why I prefer walking.





When things spin uncontrollably, 
sometimes it’s best to take your foot 

off the proverbial pedal. 

The things you are supposed to see, 
you then can see, the scene you’re 
looking to find yourself in, you make 

the right turns to get there… 

Insurance for your insides is to relax.

The road is gonna have potholes, dips, 
cracks, dead ends, misread signs but 
bumps are fun and give you butterflies 
if you take them at the right speed…



A friend of mine 
has a favorite 

saying...'life won't 
wait'... and it's 
true. diary, i'm 

not chasing elusive 
dreams, i have a vi-
sion for the future 
but i have my way of 
getting there too... 
there is bounty at 
the bottom of every 
teacup, just as long 
as you enjoyed the 

tea... 
love each minute. 
even the bad ones. 

they make you tough. 



I’m an Aholic

For years, I’ve tried to love. I find myself 
annoyed most times more than anything.

So I filter humans. It sounds so harsh but 
the few that excite me, those who truly hold 
a spark to the flame, I assume they must 

be a more evolved species or practice black 
magic.

The Aholic is known for their bad habits. 
Their personal addiction. If something be-
comes your routine, your crutch, for years 
on end, you become a changed person. The 
damage a bad habit does, well, your whole 
being morphs. You regress rather than prog-
ress but you do it nonetheless. It’s your 

method of operation.

Even when I’ve meet those I’ve wished on the 
universe for, there is no solid attachment, 

it’s more fluid. Maybe I’m sick.



Life is a huge journey. Everyone is walking 
along. Some stride with you, some lead, some 
fall behind. Others hold your hand. Others 
slap your face. My sick head has accept-
ed the current and I sail along the river 

called life.

The Aholic in me has flicked the switch so 
many times I’ve become like traffic lights. 
When green, I go. When red, I know the stop 
is only temporary. I am the Amber light, 

cautious to begin with, on permanent yield.

It feels almost dirty to have this ambigu-
ity. Shouldn’t I cry more? Shouldn’t life be 
turned upside down when becoming an outcast 
in the realm of love? I say to myself, ‘just 
like heaven isn’t looking for me, neither is 

cupid’.



The ambiguity sounds less robotic when the 
reality is that each moment spent inter-

twined with someone, I must confess, is, in 
itself, it’s own relative epic experience.

The older you get, the less you cry when you 
leave the amusement park. You know roller 
coasters will always exist. At the end of 
the day, you remember the good times and 
not so much the nausea that came with the 

Tilt A Whirl. It gets washed down with a big 
Slurpie.

Sick.

Should I go to rehab or continue to self 
medicate?

That is my final answer.





in my past few weeks of trying to 
retract myself from society, 

I’ve taken the power back. 
I’ve rejuvenated and put back on the blinders 

and i see straight again 
in the whole scheme of things, 

my lil trials and tribulations 
are not so great and perhaps i should live 

more peacefully and not let the little things get 
to me so much... 

sometimes it's hard to gain that focus 
in the eye of the storm... 

but the storm has subsided 
and I’m still standing



Fraudulent Fairytales

When I was young, Momma filled my bottle with fairytales 
ending in happily ever afters. 
 
Now after filling a few bottles of my own, the eyes still get 
groggy but reality is that… fairytales… are actually… 
NOT TRUE! 
Omg! O M F G! What?! 
I know, I know…  
 
Sitting in a meeting at work today, apparently there have 
been pirate attacks on the great blue yonder, somewhere 
out there over the rainbow. But they ain’t looking for a pot 
of gold! More vicious than Johnny Depp, these dudes have 
canon sized harpoons and bolt around in speedboats stealin’ 
oil and the stuff that we all need to survive… There are no 
patches, no parrots and the hook hand is the least of our 
worries. I am SO disappointed in Captain Hook’s descen-
dants that it makes me want to boycott the Jolly Roger, but 
that would then cut my wardrobe to likely a quarter it’s cur-
rent size. Sigh… 



No more Never Never Land, Peter Pan… 
 
I interjected in the meeting saying, ‘Dammit! That’s it! It’s 
all gone for me now! All the fairytales! They’re all bullshit!’ 
 
A co-worker across the table says, ‘No, Amber, Cinderella is 
still true, it’s ok…’ 
 
Cinderella, my ass! 
 
Who runs in glass slippers (AKA stilettos for an animated 
Barbie Doll) and does not get SHARDS OF GLASS into their 
heels? Really, please. 
 
Snow White? Meh, probably the date rape drug. 
Maybe a 12 pack of MGD. 
 
Sleeping Beauty was a hag in the end and all the Prince 
Charmings fall for the fire-breathing dragons… 



Let’s get real.  
 
Just like those movies were made in the time when TV’s 
had rabbit ears and you likely saw it in a movie theater for 
50 cents, including the walk in the cold, in your bare feet to 
see Bambi, who coincidentally, has the most realistic life. 
Big fire, deer die, runs for his life…(heart beats…thump, 
thump… Thumper too…) you know… sad… but Bambi rises 
above!!! 
 
Ok, Bambi is getting cooler. But is it really a fairytale? 
Maybe not but Faline is a dream! 
 
Little Mermaid… I like Ursula, the sea witch… she makes 
even trades with people… or merfish people. If you want big 
things, you gamble big. Sometimes you don’t always win. 
Then you’re a slime wad at the bottom of the sea for a bit, 
but something either saves you, or you mind ninja the sea 
witch into doing your bidding by offering to massage her 
tentacles… for too long, slipping subliminal messages un-
der her pseudo beehive. 



The closest thing to 'fairytales' that we have today is 
cheesy pop music, the lottery and Make a Wish Founda-
tion… oh, and reality TV. 
 
One of my guilty pleasures is a cute little pop star with a 
lightning bolt down her face. Andrew W K meets Jem and 
the Holograms. Party, party, party, with glitter, cotton 
candy and one-night-standonimity… See, listening to that 
cd is like hearing a fairytale… Only, I know what happens 
when you drink too much wine, lose your phone and forget 
to shut your playboy mouth… So, you pause the sound-
track, in real life, and make it a happier ever after for the 
next day…  
 
It’s a sweet bedtime tale, for sure, but I prefer Choose 
Your Own Adventure Stories… 
 
Hmmm, what else is like a fairytale?? 



The world is in a really messed up shift and everyone is 
getting more and more tightly wound. People are snapping. 
I bet most everyone you know has a long list of events 
in their lives that are making it hard for them to breathe. 
Think of a time of when things were good, for most every-
one around you…  
 
When worlds collide, as they all do, we humans go 
through upswings and downward spirals… Think of when 
things hover in the middle. There is equilibrium. That’s a 
'fairytale', but we have more control over the outcomes 
and happiness than we do over ‘them’ putting poison on 
our apples. Poison is the legal stuff now. It’s not the worst 
part in the movie. That’s not what’s gonna hurt us most…  
 
Maybe the fairytale is in people being good to each other. 
 
Folks are putting their full force into helping others, travel-
ing places to help, not only overseas, but in our worlds, in 
our cities. Having a cycle of ‘pretty nice gestures’ going 
on in our social circles… Like the water cycle, it all comes 
back… like photosynthesis, it only benefits everyone.



Every so often you run into a really vile individual. The 
wonder the ‘lovers’ have filled you with is temporarily de-
flated… 
 
You’re emptied by the stormy black cloud.  
 
This is when you become the hero in the story and put on 
your rain suit and jump in the mo’fo puddles. You take back 
your voice (yodel, if you must), hop on your horse and get 
yourself back to the ecosystem that encourages growth.  
 
OMG! (light bulb!) Just a concept! 
 
The actual fairytale is in the galloping of the horse into the 
sunset!  
The happily ever after is the open road of possibilities!?  
 
Duh, how could i have missed it!? 
 
Every time the curtains fall on fairytales, the real story has 
just begun… 



The Princesses just hook up with the Charmings…  
Isn’t the beauty in the couple counseling they get after 
going through the whole ‘near death, dragon slaying, slime 
wad rescue, watching your love turn into an ogre’ stuff?  
 
Snow White 2… Fruit Aversion, Dwarf Eviction 
Cinderella 2… Learning To Walk Again After Surgery 
Sleeping Beauty 2 … To Hell With Sewing, Let’s Dance! 
 
The ‘fairytale’ is in the possibility? 
 
The revelation must be: Choose Your Own Adventure books 
ARE fairytales! 
(You can even read a few pages in for a hint and change 
your mind if you don’t like where the story’s going! There’s 
like a three paragraph disclaimer, I think…) 
 
Life can be manipulated but rarely, completely scripted… 
 
Totally! Who wants a scripted ending?!



I’m going to sleep well tonight, dreaming of Tinkerbell and 
how she mighta left Peter and got a place in another tree, 
only to start dating both Chip and Dale, dreams of the 101 
Dalmatians turning Cruella into a chew toy, lucidly gonna 
hang out in a really high imaginary tower, cuz i wanna not 
cuz i'm locked in it and dream of having my own magic 
carpet… 
I thought for a second reality had disillusioned me. 
Instead, it inspired me.



Thursday, 1:43 pm

‘” Why’s everybody so petrified? (what?!) Petrified? (what?!) Step 
aside and just drop that! Common! DROP THAT! ‘” – Petrified – Fort 
Minor

My basement is a room of activity centers like you had in Kinder-
garten. The computer area set up beside the ‘musical’ domain, the 
two centers joined together by more wires than probably neces-
sary. Take ten steps behind you and have a seat at a table that has 
been drowned in paint globs, silent quests in color from canvases 
hung to dry. The stars on the wall remind me to shine and the 
collection of paintings from friends keeps me safe. Yes, there’s a 
TV that never gets turned on unless to play Grand Theft Auto and 
iTunes is usually running newly rendered test tracks from late 
nights on Acid…pro.

The clock shouts out that I have a little over an hour before my 
body begs for ibuprofen and I’m sad I have to say goodbye to the 
cuffed, forest green sweat pants I’ve been able to hide out in for 
the morning.



Walking through the cemetery 
I noticed a home for two 

Inhabited by one 
The surviving lover showing care 

Bringing a pot pf pretty flowers 
I found it ironic though 

That of the two potential fuchsia blooms 
Only one reached for the sun 

But yet remained with the other 
Despite it's partners withered demise



i once knew a young man 
rather bashful, rather shy 

rather sweet 
and we were buddies, say... 

and we were pals, say... 
he was the kid next door... 

 
hanging out on the porch on sunny summer days 

he'd tell me about his latest crush... 
he'd tell me his latest crush was my little sister... 

but I never really knew the kid next door. 
'a good boy' his mom would say... 
'a good heart' I'd hear here say... 

 
superheroes seem to all live in the big cities 

protecting the glass and concrete 
but i wonder who's out there watching over us 

for I've been to towering cities 
and I've never felt the fear like I'm living 

looking into my own backyard.



the kid next door would disappear 
couch surfing was his career 

you never really knew where he'd be 
he'd always show up with a new tattoo for me to see 

reeking of juvenile, pseudo-bravery 
and an overdose of rye… 

 
he was always proud to show me 
always treated me respectfully 

hiding all he could be 
he was just my buddy... 

 
phone ringing off the hook 

local news, talk of the town... 
lock the doors up tight! 

where was Spiderman tonight? 
lock them three times, again!



...a mother curled up, sobbing instead 
her good boy, lay asleep, in a hospital bed 

the kid next door stole a life tonight 
said farewell to his future, could've been so bright... 

and now a man is dead



Friday, 12:17 am

* Insert entire album of Death Cab for Cutie, pick one, any one. *

Every so often, the anthem of F the WORLD rings through from any 
one diva and 3 others chime in, ‘YEAH! YEAH!’ … 

Who really knows where you’ve been? 
Who knows exactly what one’s eyes have seen in their lifetimes and 
how their minds have processed it…? We only share fractions of our 

lives with people we meet along life’s path… 
no one REALLY knows…

Hence, it’s important to always be true to ourselves 
in everything we do.

The people who love you will accept your ways, help you, 
and those who are there for the wrong reasons will disappear. 

I love my friends. 

My friends are my family. We come together and create unity. 
One.

The universe says ‘thank you’ and we go our respective directions



Maybe I'm just another angry woman 
Steppin' up to the plate for my very own turn 

being in the spotlight 
speakin' all my reasons as to why I sleep alone. 

Sounding off, left, right and center 
Thinking of all the ways I could scream 

I HATE MEN 
But I'd be lying 

And you'd see right through it, 
There'd be no point to it 

K, then, I'll start this again... 



Maybe I'm just another angry person 
Lookin' for clarity through beer goggles 
Lookin' for love in hormonal hot baths 

uptown, downtown, in every town... 
Making friends with all my dangers 

By looking in the mirror 
And I think I'm closing in 

On the one point I want to make 
Something about the consequences 

of the risks we take 
It's all getting so much clearer... 

Again...



Maybe we're just one big angry world 
Indifference being the coat of arms for the masses 

Making weapons out of money, sex and power 
Love is now a five to ten year lease 

With all it's clauses, exclusions and adaptations 
And in the end, we trip through dreamland solo. 

The world is just turning so cold 
Despite this global warming concept we've been sold 
And we're confusing love with lust with convenience 

Going through the motions 
Only to not have to sleep alone...



Animals in cages
Abused in small spaces

Until the dynamite
Blew out the door

Debris and aftershocks
Narrowly missing 
the chopping block
Lighters and lies
Littering the floor 

Observation 
Is the end of the equation

When A plus B makes you see
Your head gets lighter
As the vice gets tighter

In a place you don’t want to be…





Shake hands with others to instill trust
Hands make a connection
Wave good bye or hello
Touch the softest skin

Collect gravel when you fall on your face
Use a blow torch to melt metal

Cop a feel
Flip the bird

Cover your mouth
Cup your mouth… to make yourself louder

Our hands push or pull
They control machines
They send out words 

Our digits and palms create poetry
They write symphonies
Our hands can be gentle

They can caress
They can protect

But they can destroy
They can hurt

They can build guns
And they can leave marks



They leave their prints on hearts
Hands add drama

Your hands may even tell your heritage
They drum out beats

They make strings vibrate
The are culinary necessities

Hands are the period at the end of a hug
Hands on your shoulders bring comfort or 

fear
Clapping hands in joviality
Clapping hands of support
Slapping hands of anger
Hands make fists of rage

Hands are controlled by our mind
Hands can hold a loved one’s cheek and 

bring it closer…
closer…
closer…

Holding hands = peace



A hand holding a weapon is war
Holding your hands up, screams, ‘Enough!’

Throwing your hands up in defeat…
or retreat

Keep your hands clean
Keep them blood free

Try not to use antibacterial soap all the 
time or it’ll make you weak

Pick flowers 
Make a sand castle

Draw your future on a map
Hold onto your dreams

Grasp at straws
All hands engage.



I met him standing at the bus stop
Bringing cans back to the beer store

His zeal to recycle impressed me
And I decided to take the next seat

His lashes were longer 
Thank any id seen

His Dallas cowboys t-shirt
Stained beyond belief

The 80s were calling for their shades back
All I could smell was patchouli

Five minutes of small talk was fulfilling
He told me all about his life so thrilling

I could only sit and stare
Thinking of a story I could share

The guy in pajamas before us
Let out and intrusive noise

What was I getting myself into
Tempting fate with men and boys



Glancing over at dirty prince bluebox
I suddenly got bored of hearing him talk

I smiled, said yes sir, I nodded
As I turned my attention to a noisy toddler

My head was starting to slightly ache
He smelled like he’d been left in the sun to bake

The doors in front of me were the only escape
I had to escape!

7 minutes
Start to finish

That is all you get
Ringing the bell

My name I forget to tell
Another bus ride to forget…



Guys Used to Buy girls Drinks

it used to be a give-in that when chicks go to bars, guys buy 
them bevies... it's like a sick mating ritual or something. 
like a ladybird can be bought with a five dollah glass of 
poison... 'haha, ok amber, stop being bitter, you've accepted 
many free drinks...' 
 
which leads me to my story... 
 
so im heading to work this afternoon. im late, as usual, and 
hadn't had a coffee. i grab the wrong bank card and the gas 
light is on. you can guess what happened. 
 
Insufficient funds when i go to pay for my gas. im a cheese-
ball and i stand at the counter thinking, 'im late, im sans 
cash dollars and it's my first day in customer relations, i 
can't piss people off!!!' and i get this stupid girl tear in my 
eye. 
 
  



the door of the 'gas bar' opens and in walks this buff, shirt-
less dude in sunglasses. he walks up to the counter and 
says 'hey lil lady, can i get your gas?' i was like, WTF?!?!  
 
'actually guy, i just really don’t have the fundage for this 
here bill for my gas that i just pumped...and im late for 
work, my bank card is at home... argh!!!' 
 
'server! add this girl's gas to my bill! and you hun, better 
run off to work, have a great day!!!' 
 
he hugged me, which was a little 'different' and he was walk-
ing around shirtless, which was also awkward, but he didn't 
take off his shades, i didn't ask his name and i bailed as 
soon as he swiped... typical girl... HAHA... 
 
so yeah guys, if you are looking to make an impression on 
some lovely ladies, offer gas money... just walk up to one at 
a gas station and be like, 'can i take 5 bucks off that gas bill 
to make your day a little better???' 



i suggest you wear shirts tho, unless you are incredibly in 
form and good looking and also, i suggest you wear shades 
cuz seriously, chicks dig that shit.  
 
karma. 
i love her. 
i'm going to adopt an orphan now.



Monday, 3:48 am

I think I missed the time change last night. 

I sat with two of my guy pals talking romance. One 
asked me for direct qualities of the people I’ve loved. 
Do we have to go here? Right now?  

I started spilling a list of what I didn’t want in a lover. 

He interjects, ‘No, tell me what you WANT?!’

What’s with the tough questions?

I have to talk about love? One of the only things I’ve 
ever failed at… exceptionally well? 

It should not have been a hard list. I guessed saying ‘a 
nice smile’ or something lame wouldn’t fly so I flipped 
it and said, ‘What do YOU want?’ 



He said:

Open communication
Open mindedness
Warmth
And service.

Service? I told him he could mail-order a bride, but I 
knew what he was talking about…

His list, so simple and real, was definitely fully thought 
out.

Wouldn’t the world be a more peaceful place if we 
were all open minded, openly communicating and warm 
to each other with kind, ‘servicing’ gestures thrown in 
occasionally, for good measure?



It is said if you ask the universe specifically for what 
you want, it hears and provides. I think my lines have 
gotten crossed before with the universe and my re-
quests have been heard about as much as a message 
in a bottle. In the morning, it’s just me kickin it with a 
lump of coal, rockin’ a velour leisure suit. 

(Gotta love leisure suits)

I laugh.

Why are we even talking about relationships?

We’re all in them. That should be enough.



…She sits in her corporate world, 
painting her nails, while catching up on the 

latest Cosmo magazine, learning about the 
5 times you shouldn’t text him and how to 

set his loins on fire. 
A typical day for the Suburban Diva… 

She uses her 15 minutes of free time to 
respond to redundant messages online and 

grabs herself a coffee 
from the vending machine. 

Yes, a vending machine grinds her beans…



Talking to Dad

I was talking to my dad just the other day
About life, love and my mental state

He said, with his best dad look on his face
‘Hunny, don’t you want a newer car

Maybe your own place?
Isn’t it time to settle down?’

Thought for a moment before looking him in the eye
‘Dad, that’s where I can’t relate…

Of all the things I want,
What I want most is a simple 58’

I’ve hit the wall and fell into it like Jello
It’s in my blood

So I let it flow
‘When you don’t work, you starve
Daddy, trust me, I’m working hard

You taught me everything I know
Now I’m seeing all the places I can go

Face the facts to face your fears
You just have to try

Opportunity knocks once, then usually once more
If it moves you

You have to open the door.’



You’ve seen me…
I’ve hit the wall and fell into it like Jello
It’s in my blood
So I let it flow
Opportunity knocks once, then usually once more
If it moves you
You have to open the door.
Kicking his feet up, dad takes a sip of his drink
The strong, silent type,
Takes his time to think…
He says, ‘Would you play that again? From the top?
Music used to be my dream
I don’t know why I stopped…
I’ve seen you hit the wall and fall into it like Jello
It’s in your blood
So let it flow…’



I stayed in bed late, curled up, cocooned with my kids for an extra 
two hours, pretending that today didn’t have to happen. My legs 
seemed heavier than usual and there was a subtle but annoying 
drone behind my eyes that made them refuse bodily cooperation.

The weather is cold and the show of fabulousness is over. Things 
are shifting into high gear in the most silent time of the year. 
Everything is dying, but underneath, there is reincarnation and 
rebirth just waiting to burst through. ‘HELLO WORLD! ‘

A day isn’t a day, even if it is the afternoon, if it doesn’t start with 
a coffee. That’s always a surefire put-a-smile-on-my-face cure to 
‘show postpartum’. Energy drinks do the trick too but there’s some-
thing about the bean. Oh, bean….

My 7-11 coffee is lack luster. WHAT?!



Hop in the car, to be the responsible parent that I am, bringing 
my kids to school two hours late. I think to myself ‘the chicks who 
drive SUVs probably don’t do this…’ but then I thought, ‘Nah, we 
had a good morning, we didn’t see each other hardly all weekend… 
there was no thanksgiving for us. This was our time to be thankful. 
We got to cuddle and chit chat about life for a good lot of seconds. 
Moments like this are timeless and memorable.’ Then my next 
vicious thought was ‘ yeah, the ladies in SUVs are too busy desper-
ately trying to get themselves to work to keep their SUV…’ (not 
that I’m against anyone with an SUV, I actually want one… I’m just 
jealous… but I won’t miss my kids growing up to get it…) * I did 
talk to the kids teachers and tell them exactly what we were do-
ing… they thought family time was perfect.



They sit and eat their extra big chocolate chip cookie and we take the 
back roads. The heat is on high but the sunroof is open a crack. Leaves 
are flying into the car. But they are flying all over the road like red, 
orange and gold glitter. So many leaves. Winter is close.

The car is littered with old radio show cds from when I was at ckms. I 
toss one in and Umbrella comes on. The coffee tastes a little sweeter. 
The kids say ‘turn it up!!!’ I get lost in guilty pleasures, like this cd. I 
remember it now. Random songs put in perfect order for certain ‘feels’ 
I wanted to get across for each show. Who cares what anyone thinks 
about the artists, it was my show and I played what I wanted. 

Umbrella puts me into a place of reflection. I dedicated it to the people 
I loved. It’s been around for good times, no matter what the dis. ‘You can 
stand under my umbrella’ like she could protect the world from harm. 
Amber is quiet. One person cannot save the world. But she’s sooooo 
gosh darn hot!!! She could probably make blind men see again.



Sum 41 busts on through next (Travis, so glad you are ok! JEEEEEZ!)… 
Another guilty, dirty, little pleasure. I lust after Sum 41 like a kid at a car-
nival lusts for cotton candy. The song, Walking Disaster snaps me from 
my Rihanna induced coma and I listen and sing along… YEAH!  ‘now I’ve 
been gone for sooooo long, I can’t remember who’s wrong… a walking 
disaster…‘ am I talking to myself cuz I don’t know what I just said!?...’  
hot and heavy, sing it Derryk! <3

Shaking off the intensity I feel for those little hotties, Jonny Depp drops 
in for a line or two to kick of Pirates of the Caribbean.  Like the really 
heave techno, or as heavy techno as you can get for pirates to jump 
around to, techno… The kids are sword fighting in the back, at this 
point the coffee is wetting my whistle from the hootin and hollerin 
that’s going on in the carpod. Slow down, lead foot! I close the windows 
and turn it up even louder and it’s magnanimous sound makes us 
want to wear tights, have greasy hair and drink from old skulls for fun. 
SALUT!



Don’t text and drive, but I do. Mostly at stoplights. In the country 
there are only stop signs. I get a text where a friend of mine com-
pared the evolution of ourselves as individuals to Tetris, just mak-
ing it all fit… It stopped raining. The car is warm. I washed the 
windshield and can see again. Almost at school… DAMN! Does it 
have to end? Hug, hug, kiss, kiss, I love you too…

The next song is a wayyyy back play back from when I was a bar 
bunny in Hull. Set You Free. It’s ghetto mid nineties dance music 
that I just happen to love. I used to listen to it as an anthem back 
then… ‘Set you freeeeeeeeee!’ Free. Hmmmmm, there’s a concept. 
We are all free. You know what you have to do. You know what you 
want. Get it!



At the end of this set list, that brought me from pensive dreary 
day doldrums to feeling thankful yet again for our awesome 
morning and my wickedly cool kids (my daughter has in-
formed me that she has started a band called Rock Angels… 
you should keep listening for them… up and coming…;) and 
thankful for music. It sounds so cheesy but honestly, at the 
end of this set list, there was one of my own songs. I don’t like 
to hear myself, unless I’m on a rehearsal path, but I listened to 
it all the way through. At this point, the sun has come out, the 
kids are in class and I’m almost done my coffee, which, coinci-
dentally was delicious at the end. Perhaps I should have stirred 
it better? Yeah,  probably. I thought to myself, as I sang through 
the speakers, ‘grey days cannot be avoided, but there is always 
sunshine somewhere in the world… you are where you need to 
be, questing for sunshine’...



You can always stand under my umbrella, don’t be a walking 
disaster, work on your swash and buckle at all times, set yourself 
free… life is like Tetris, making it all fit. 

On to the next level.



Momma’s Boy

She makes him macaroni and cheese
Wraps it up, sends it, special delivery…

Tosses in a twenty,
Tosses in a five,

Tosses in, another ten
Just to keep the boy alive…
…As long as he’s alive…

(haven’t heard otherwise… )

All over town, they’re smearin’ your name
Got your number

Off a wall
Five times over

Your momma would be ashamed

Graffiti gra-tu-i-ties…



She don’t wanna hear about her baby boy
Reckless!

C-c-crashin’ up all his t-t-toys
Sittin’ there, she shakes her head

Watchin’ him curl up,
Nice n comfy,

In his twisted web…

(fluff that pillow, bitch!)



Momma says,
‘my boy can do no wrong’

Momma says,
‘my boy is strong’

Momma says,
‘he tries so hard…
just gets dealt
the wrong cards…

He’s in the wrong place,
At the wrong time…’

Wrong!
Wrong!
Wrong!

He’s just feedin’ you lines!
Oh, b-b-boy o’ mine…



High roller
He risks it all

Scars don’t give you wings
They just numb the fall

(numb the fall)
He’s been there…

He’s been there before…
Last week or yesteryear,

Happenstance
And lucid dreams gone by…

He’s gone hard
He can’t be hurt anymore
He turns a blind eye

(call him invincible, better yet, don’t 
call him at all)



Graffiti gra-tu-i-ties…
All over town…

Momma says,
‘my boy can do no wrong’

Momma says,
‘my boy is strong’

She don’t wanna hear about her b-b-baby 
boy

Reckless!

She don’t wanna hear about her b-b-baby 
boy

Reckless!



Got your number
Off a wall

Five times over
Now your momma knows my name…

Just a gamble
For the sake of the bet

Nice n comfy,
In your twisted web…

Graffiti gra-tu-i-ties…
All over town…





Karma

She’s like circles in the sand
She’s a snow angel in the spring

She’s a puzzle
She equates

Nothing from A to Z
She’s ironic

Sometimes platonic
A certain kind of diplomat

They say
What goes around, comes around

She’s always got your back
There is pressure

Subsurface pressure
Post-yesterday trauma

Pre-tomorrow drama

She is Karma



She is the blackest cat
On Friday the 13th
She dances around the Maypole
She is neither above nor is she beneath
Steady, in a world out of control
You may be kept awake
All hours of the night
Or she may kiss your cheek
And tuck you in tight
Undeterred
In the dark, in the light



The sharpest memory
She’s got it all straight

Timing is everything
She is patient and she waits

Gonna make you eat your words
You’ll swallow down your pride

Fed a meal of justice
Ever fairly tried…

Beauty, keen, serene,
So honest she’s obscene…

She is Karma



I’ve written since I was able. I know I’ve told the story before 
of the little spiral notebook of poems I gave my grade 3 teacher. 
Stupid little lines about shoes and boys and the teacher actually 
went through the whole thing and marked it for me. HAHA! I 
used to do that. Hand in stuff that didn’t get assigned. Just to be 
marked. Thank you Mrs. Teuamanen, RIP. Mr. Nelimarka, my 
Biology/Chemistry/Math (brilliant man) teacher and favorite of 
all my teachers with his crooked teeth and bald head, couldn’t 
understand why I didn’t want to go into Biology in University. 
He used to say, ‘Don’t you wanna really be something, Amber? 
You have the grades to do something big!’ My response was al-
ways, ‘I just wanna be happy, Nelly’. My parents and I ran into 
him a couple months before he passed away at a restaurant and he 
said to me, ‘So did you get what you wanted? Are you happy?’ he 
smiled when I said, ‘Yes, sir.’ As for my Grade 12 and OAC Eng-
lish teacher, Duff, or AKA Guy Smiley, who wore orange leather 
chaps, I can appreciate that he quite possibly was a pothead now 
and I understand how he might have been rather flippant about 
his job. Maybe I should thank him for his harsh words as they 
likely incited me to try harder to produce less than tripe litera-
ture. He’s probably still alive. 



Notebooks upon notebooks… I know I’m not alone. I’ve seen 
the notebook stacks of others. It’s more and more prevalent that 
the computer is the vehicle of choice too. I can only imagine the 
gigs of writings out there. Is there such a thing as a JazilliGig? 
But what does one do with it? What good is it if the best works 
are left unpublished? Everyone has a warped view that should be 
shared so that the universe can balance itself and figure out what 
modern day common sense is. We’ve evolved and regressed as 
species, simultaneously, so quickly that we’ve become lost on fa-
miliar ground. If more people shared and bared their souls maybe 
understanding of humanity would come.



Dear Diary,

Oh, Sadness.

This is the worst page of them all. 
It’s the end. 

But I’m still alive. 
So alive.

The story has been told in so few words. Pictures 
are painted in flowery imagery… It can read that 
there are red carpets everywhere or it can read 

that I’m a red carpet seeker. My eyes are consis-
tently open, taking in the universe through osmo-
sis. It’s all filed away in my mind, labeled, in 
plastic Ikea storage bins. You should do it too.

In these pages, I’ve scraped my knees all over the 
spectrum. Through the fire and across the river, 
in lust, in love, in happiness and anger, truth, 
deceit, joy, compassion, amidst scandal and se-

crets, in code and in plain English. There’s still 
so much to the mystery, the diary seems incom-

plete. It’s up to you to derive your own whatever 
from the whatever, I guess. 



You’re in the field, like in a Paintball 
game. Words hunt you, music hits you and art 
stains your pants. Crime Scene Investigators 
might not be able to put all the pieces to-
gether to depict the entire montage properly 
but a good psychiatrist probably could, only 
to go home and enjoy some fine scotch on the 
rocks, having a new respect for glitter and 

its medicinal properties. 

Glamour is a state of mind mixed with the 
perfect roll of the hips, beauty is knowing 
your power and keeping it in check, confi-

dence is the ‘all-inclusive resort’ you check 
into when apathy and drive collide, knowing 
that whatever happens you’ll make it through 

relatively unscathed. 



Life isn’t easy. Who said it was? 
You have to live it though, and live it 
fully. 
If tomorrow never came, what do you not 
want to regret? 
Start there.

Peace, love and compassion…
xo <3 



When i paint a red painting, 
i want it to be red... 

…when i paint a picture blue, 
i want it to be blue. 

I’ll paint you all the colors of 
the rainbow... 

It’s up to you if you like the 
shades i choose...



THE END


